Abstract. The system of gas-dynamic equations, corresponding to the first order of approximation in the successive approximations method of solution of kinetic Boltzmann equation for multi-component mixture of gases, is derived. Interpretation of turbulent flows of gases is proposed within frames of multi-component gas dynamics, as stratified on components flows of gases.
Introduction
In 1974 in [1] Struminskii for deriving system of gas-dynamic equations of a turbulent flow of a gas mixture proposed a successive approximations method of solution of the kinetic equation of Boltzmann, which can be considered, as certain modification of well known Enskog method [2] , [3] of approximate solution of the Boltzmann equation. It may be noted, that close to proposed by Struminskii approaches to approximate solutions of kinetic equations were considered earlier in the kinetic theory of plasma,-see, for instance, [4] , § 7.5. Struminskii paper [1] , and as result his following papers, referred on [1] , for instance [5] , contained serious errors in evaluations of collision integrals, that led Struminskii to wrong common conclusions.
Below, proposed by Struminskii method of solution of the kinetic Boltzmann equation is reformulated -the logic of reasoning is changed, these modifications do not eliminate, however, a principal shortage of Struminskii method -lack of physical small parameter, on which expansion in successive approximations method is conducted (but it is not very significant for content of this article, as we shall see below in section 4); evaluations of collision integrals of a general view and for concrete model of a potential of rigid spheres for a case, when separate components have, generally speaking, various mean mass velocities and temperatures, are derived; the system of gas-dynamic equations of multi-component gas dynamics, corresponding to the first order in successive approximations method of solution of the kinetic Boltzmann equation (definition of the order of approximation see below) is deduced. Necessity to make analogous modification in Enskog method of approximate solution of the Boltzmann equation is noted.
Used below notation is close to notation in [2] ; it allows easily to compare posed below theory with Enskog-Chapman theory and also to replace descriptions of common for both theories details by references to corresponding places in [2] .
Difficulties of Enskog-Chapman theory in description of thickness of strong shock waves are well known. In paper [6] Mott-Smith has proposed the model of a shock wave, well conform to experimental data on structure of shock waves -see, for instance, [7] . Mott-Smith has assumed, that the function of distribution of velocities of particles in a shock wave is the sum of two maxwellian terms, i.e. ahead of a shock wave the function of distribution of velocities of particles is Maxwell function with one temperature and mean mass velocity, and behind front of a shock wave -Maxwell function, but with another temperature and another mean mass velocity. Mott-Smith approach is nor correct in Enskog-Chapman theory and are not quite correct in multi-component gas dynamics, however approximate solution of task about structure of a shock wave within frames of multi-component gas dynamics leads to an evaluation of the same collision integrals, as in Mott-Smith model. Substantially, given below approximate solution of task about structure of a shock wave, derived within frames of multi-component gas dynamics, differs from Mott-Smith solution, in that kinetic collision integrals below are evaluated analytically, but for more simple interaction potential of rigid spheres -more complicated interaction potentials were not considered, as the complicated interaction potentials are difficult for using during computation in gas-dynamic programs, and as show calculations of coefficients of viscosity and to a thermal conduction in EnskogChapman theory -see, for instance, [3] , chapter 8,-discrepancies in calculations with different interaction potentials are insignificant. Mott-Smith calculated collision integrals numerically, but for some more complicated Sutherland model of interaction of elastic spheres -see, for instance, [3] , chapter 1, § 3.
The proximity of the results on structure of shock wave, derived within frames of multi-component gas dynamics, with Mott-Smith results indirectly testifies to accuracy of analytical evaluations of corresponding kinetic collision integrals.
At the end of this article interpretation of turbulent flows is proposed within frames of multi-component gas dynamics. Something similar can be found, for instance, in works of Karman [8] and Struminskii [1] .
Changed Struminskii method of solution of the kinetic Boltzmann equation
The basic idea of Struminskii method consists in the following. In Boltzmann equation for mixture of rarefied monoatomic gases (arguing of derivation of Boltzmann equation and domain of its applicability see, for instance, in [2] , chapter 3 and 18, [3] , chapter 7, § 1 and also in included in [2] , as addition, known Bogolyubov's paper [9] ):
formal parameter θ is entered a little differently, than in Enskog method:
in Enskog method multiplier 1 /θ relates to all right part of (2) -see [2] , chapter 7, § 1, item 5. In (1)-(2) X i -the external force acting on molecule of i-th grade, indexes i,j number components of a mixture,
to distinguish velocities of colliding molecules of one grade in (3) we shall denote one velocity by c i , and another -by c (without an index) and omit index at corresponding function of distribution of velocities f -compare with [2] , chapter 3, § 5, item 1; remaining denotations, substantially, are the same, as in [2] , chapter 3, § 5 and chapter 8, § 2. Into series of successive approximations for function of distribution of velocities f i we enter formally parameter θ as follows:
Differential part of the equation (1) is rewritten in the form of:
-compare with [2] , chapter 7, § 1, items 4, 5 and [1] . In (6) expansion of partial time derivative, as it has been made by Enskog and after by Struminskii, is not used. As result described below method of solution of the Boltzmann equation differs considerably from methods of Enskog and Struminskii. Substituting (5) and (6) in (2) and equating coefficients at like powers θ, we derive system of the equations of successive approximations method for finding of functions f (r) i , which can be written down in the form of (compare with (2.5)-(2.8), chapter 8, [2] ):
With the same result, it would be possible to use for function of distribution of velocities expansion (5), but in the equation (2) to enter a multiplier 1 /θ , relating to all right part. Evaluated by Enskog method successive approximations f
i . . . appear ordered on density of number of particles of mixture n: f
does not depend on n, etc.,-see [2] , chapter 7, § 1, item 5 and [2] , chapter 7, § 2. Ipso facto, a physical substantiation of convergence of successive approximations appears. In Struminskii method, a small physical parameter, on which expansion is conducted, is absent.
Below, speaking about the order of an approximation, we shall consider the order of an approximation equal to value of an index r in (8) . This definition differs a little from used in [2] .
In zeroth-order approximation we derive following integral equation for finding of function f
Multiplying the equation (17) on ln f i dc i , integrating over c i and adducing integrals in view of
figuring in (25) arbitrary functions of r, t:
-may be juxtaposed with zero approximations to local values of density of number of particles, mean mass velocity and temperature of i-th component. Functions (31) can be found from the system of gas-dynamic equations of the first order (below we shall see, why from that system of equations):
Together with series (5) we should define series of successive approximations for density of number of particles n i of i-th component
for mean mass velocity u i of i-th component
and for temperature T i of i-th component
Found on r-th step of successive approximations method functions f (r) i appear, see below, parametrically depending on 5 arbitrary scalar functions of r, t. Defining
we derive for each value of index i 5 conditions, which allow to express 5 arbitrary functional parameters in f
As according to (5) , (33)
have the same order of smallness, it has no significance, what of approximate values of u i is used in the left part of (38), instead of u i one may use u (0) i , for instance, and the same it is possible to say about using n i in the left part of (37)-(38) -see, for instance, [10] , chapter V. Summing (36)-(38) over r, we derive (26)-(28).
Functions (41) can be found from system of equations of (r + 1)-th order (below we shall see, why from that system of equations):
l = 1, 2, 3. In (32) and (42) to simplify the further transformations according to definitions of tensor of pressure of i-th component
vector of thermal flux density of i-th component
and temperature of i-th component (28), instead of ψ
i it is possible to use Ψ 
The left part of (45) contains only functions, known from the previous step of successive approximations method. Unknown function f 
and Ξ 
Multiplying the equation (47) on φ (r) i dc i , integrating over c i and adducing integrals in view of (18), we have: i is linear combination of additive invariants of collision ψ
where α
(1) i and α
are arbitrary scalar functions of r and t, and α
is arbitrary vector function of r and t. Instead of additive invariants ψ (l)
i it is possible to use also functions Ψ (l) i , which are additive invariants of collision of particles of the same grade: φ
-new arbitrary scalar functions of r and t, and α
-new arbitrary vector function of r and t. Thus,
To use results of the theory of integral equations, we shall transform the equation (45) to the standard form. The right part of integral equation (45) 
, being function of c i (and also, naturally, r and t; to simplify notation obvious dependencies are not specified), can be presented by expression
where
and K (c i , c) -symmetric function of c i , c (see [2] , chapter 7, § 6). Therefore equation (45) can be rewritten in the form of:
maintaining symmetry of the kernel, is adduced to linear integral equation of the second kind with symmetric kernel
As the homogeneous integral equation (47) has nontrivial solutions (49), corresponding to the equation (58) homogeneous integral equation
has nontrivial solutions
Therefore in correspondence with the second alternative of Fredholm, see [11] , chapter III, § § 2, 3 or [12] , item 15.3-7, necessary and sufficient, if K (c i , c) is piecewise continuous and normed, and F (32), (42), which, on the other hand, can be considered, as equations for determination of n
can be constructed, for instance, by expansion Φ i (r) (c i ) in a series on Sonin polynomials with depending on r and t coefficients of expansion, as it is done in [2] , chapter 7 and 8. In this way, even for one-component gas, for which the original equation (2) in method, described above, and in Enskog method looks equally, we shall derive results, different, in general, from results of Enskog-Chapman theory. For instance, already in expression for f (1) there are additional terms, because right parts in conditions (36)- (38) are not equal zero, as in Enskog method -compare with [2] , chapter 7, § 3, item 1. In detail, these questions will be considered later, in following paper.
It is possible to note, that expansion of partial time derivative in method of Enskog ( [2] , chapter 7, § 1, item 4):
looks artificial and ill-founded. The Enskog has been compelled to make it, else in virtue of conditions (see [2] , chapter 7, § 1, item 1)
from equations, similar (42), for r > 1 time derivatives vanish. In turn, Enskog should use conditions (62)-(64), because expansions (33)-(35) have not been entered.
Evaluation of definite multidimensional integrals
In this section evaluation of definite multidimensional integrals
will be discussed. In (65) Ψ
(1)
-Maxwell function of distribution of velocities of i-th component particles, prime at a distribution function signifies, that distribution of particles velocities after collision is considered -c ′ i . Concerning other denotations -see above. According to (18) integral (65) can be transformed, as follows:
As mass of particle is conserved in collision, for Ψ
(1) i = m i integral (67) vanishes. In two other cases, in general, it is not true, because of lack of summing over components -compare with [3] , chapter 7, formula (2.33).
Below, statements of following two simple propositions are some times used.
Integral in the left part of (68) takes in all directions of vector k, (w · k) -scalar product of vectors w and k.
Remark. If w is zero vector, right part of (68) is equated with 0.
Proof. Let's choose system of spherical coordinates, so that the direction of polar axis is coinciding with direction of vector w. Let's resolve vector k into two components: parallel (k ) and perpendicular (k ⊥ ) to vector w:
Substituting expression (69) for vector k in the left part of (68) and integrating over azimuth angle, we derive (69), as in integration over azimuth angle the term, containing k ⊥ , vanishes.
Proposition 2. Let E and F be two complete normalized spaces over field R, ucontinuous linear map from E into F . If f is ruled function on an interval I ⊂ R with values in E, then u • f is ruled function on I with values in F and
Proof. Equality (70) immediately follows from expression for derivative of composite function u • f; concerning details of the proof -see [10] , chapter II, § 1, item 5. In statement of proposition more known continuous functions can be substituted for ruled functions.
Major difficulties of evaluation of integral (67) are due to, those parameters of Maxwell functions for i-th and j-th components are not equal:
Therefore it is not possible to completely get rid of scalar products of vectors in exponent (it is desirable to have maximally simple expression for exponent).
As the deflection angle depends on the module of the relative velocity of colliding particles (see, for instance, [2] , chapter 3, § 4, item 2 or [3] , chapter 1, formula (5.26)), it is natural to pass to new variables in (67) -velocity of centre of masses of colliding particles G ij and the relative velocity of colliding particles g ij , connected with velocities of particles c i and c j by relations:
-compare with [2] , chapter 9, § 2. For the subsequent simplification of exponent it is possible to change vector G ij by vector G ij , arising from G ij as result of an arbitrary affine transformation, for instance, an affinity, that is a composition of a shift, a homothety (multiplication by a scalar) and a rotation. The arbitrariness of a rotation is reduced to freedom in selection of a direction of polar axis at passage to spherical system of coordinates. Similarly, vector g ij can be changed by vector g ij , arising from g ij as result of a composition of an arbitrary homothety and an arbitrary rotation. Shift of origin of vector g ij would lead to parametric dependence of final integral on vectors u i and u j , that is undesirable, as it is supposed to reduce integral (67) to an integral of type of Chapman-Cowling integral Ω ij (l, s) (see [2] , chapter 9, § 3, formula (3.29) and [3] , chapter 7, formula (4.34)).
In view of told we shall make following change of variables G ij and g ij :
Scalar multipliers z 1 , z 2 , and z 3 in (74)-(75) are chosen from requirement, that coefficients at g 2 ij and G 2 ij in exponent were equal 1, and the coefficient at scalar product g ij · G ij was equal 0 (compare with method of a separation of variables):
With new variables, exponent can be rewritten in the form of:
It is easy to see, that by means of only specified above transformations of variables (without use of shift of origin of vector g ij ) it will not be possible to get rid of a constant term in exponent (79), and, hence, from a constant exponential multiplier, which will enter further into all expressions, containing integrals of type of (65), (67). In [1] , formula (8) such multipliers are missing.
Let's find Jacobian of transformation of variables (c i ,
Consider now the case, when Ψ
In view of (79), (84), (74)-(75) and [2] , chapter 3, formula (4.9) integral (67) can be rewritten in the form of:
In (85) k is unit vector, directed to centre of masses of colliding particles from point of their greatest coming together -see [2] , chapter 3, figure 3 . Integrating over ǫ in (85) (at fixed g ij and G ij ), vector k is resolved into two components: parallel and perpendicular to vector g ij ,-compare with the proof of proposition 1:
At integration over G ij and on directions of vector g ij we use proposition 1. In the issue we derive:
In (87)
the coefficient a 1 is defined by formula (82). It is easy to be convinced, a singularity at ξ = 0, that is possible, when w = 0, in the right part of (87) 
Scalar product in relation to its arguments is a bilinear continuous function, therefore it is possible to apply proposition 2. After integration over ǫ, similarly (86), we derive:
On G ij and on directions of vector g ij we integrate, using proposition 1:
In (91):
Remaining denotations are the same, as in (87). It is interesting to note, that, when u i = u j , the integral (87) and the first term in (91) vanish, and the second term in (91) looks like:
that corresponds to an energy transfer from "hot" components to "cold" -see system of gas-dynamic equations below. In view of sign of a 1 (82) and definition of ξ (88), the first term in (91) leads to increasing of temperature at w = 0. Thus the algorithm of evaluation of integrals of type (65) can be formulated so: similarly (67) we get rid of primed variables in exponent, then we evaluate an integral, using propositions 1 and 2.
The system of gas-dynamic equations of first order
Above system of gas-dynamic equations was derived, somewhat, as "by-product" during solution of the Boltzmann equation. More generally, the system of gasdynamic equations can be written in the form of transfer equations similarly to transfer equations of Enskog -compare with [2] , chapter 3, equation (1.12) and [3] , chapter 7, equation (2.31).
Multiplying Boltzmann equation for i-th component (1) on Ψ (l) i
and integrating over all values c i (it is supposed, that all integrals below converge and products of type Ψ (l) i X i f i tend to zero, when c i tends to infinity), we derive:
Terms in the left part of this equation can be transformed:
In (96)- (98) overline, as usually, denotes average value of variable:
r and c i are considered as independent variables. In view of (96)-(98) from (95) we derive 
In Enskog-Chapman theory, in view of additional summing over i, the right part of (100) vanishes always. But, if functions of distribution of velocities of individual components are, for instance, as a result of an effect of some external factors (see below), Maxwell functions (66) with different parameters of mean mass velocity and temperature: u i = u j , T i = T j ,-then there are terms not equal to zero in right part of (100). Equations (100), l = 1, 2, 3, coincide in this case with equations (42).
Thus, after simple transformations we derive following system of equations of gas dynamics (compare with [3] , chapter 7, equations (2.42)), (2.45)), (2.47)):
In (101)- (103):
-tensor of pressure of i-th component,
-vector of thermal flux density of i-th component, (100) it is supposed, that external force X i , acting on a particle of i-th grade, does not depend on velocity of particle.
Values of kinetic integrals for interaction potential of rigid spheres
Entering into the system of equations of multi-component gas dynamics (101) 
Temperatures of components are entering into resulting expressions as making nondimensional multiplier.
In the simplest case of particles, interacting as rigid spheres, following analytical expressions for I 
In (108)- (109) denotations from (80), (82), (88), (92)- (93) are used.
Structure of shock wave
Let's choose coordinate system in which front of shock wave, moving in laboratory system from the right to the left, is stationary. In this case we have, at least, two components, we shall denote their indexes as i and j . The index i will relate to group of particles, (mainly, see below) located on the left, before the front of shock wave, the index j will relate to group of particles, (mainly) located on the right, behind the front of shock wave. In the chosen coordinate system the structure of shock wave is described by solution of system of stationary one-dimensional equations of multi-component gas dynamics (101)- (103) 
In (110) (110)- (115) it is possible to use, for instance, equation of state of ideal gas with constant heat capacity:
-ratio of heat capacity at constant pressure to heat capacity at constant volume. Boundary conditions for system of equations (110)- (119) can be set in the form of:
It is necessary to note, that artificial partition of gas, consisting of identical particles, on separate components can lead to a little contradictory consequences.
It is not clearly, how must in that case collision integral in the Boltzmann equation be accurately written, to what components must two molecules from separate components be related after their collision with each other? Accordingly, the system of equations (110)-(119) with boundary conditions (121)-(126) seems inconsistent. In Enskog-Chapman theory we can partition gas arbitrarily on components because of the subsequent summing over components of mixture.
But in Enskog-Chapman equations of gas dynamics there miss considerable, in case of strong shock waves, integral terms -see section 4 above. Therefore, error in calculations of structure of the strong shock waves within frames of Enskog-Chapman theory is great.
At the same time, it is possible to give an example, when Enskog-Chapman equations of gas dynamics give more exact result, than equations of multi-component gas dynamics. Consider homogeneous rest gas in isolated vessel, divided by a membrane into two parts. If to remove membrane, then, obviously, the state of gas will not vary, in particular, its temperature should not vary. Within frames of multi-component gas dynamics, see system of equations (101)-(103), gas from one half of vessel, say, the first component, will start to scatter in its other half under action of the pressure p 1 , this scattering will be slowed partially down by interaction with molecules of the second component (integral term I (0) p, 12 in (102)). The same it is possible to say about the second part of gas. As a result, near to boundary of two parts of gas, where earlier was membrane, components will have different mean mass velocities. According to the first term in (91) temperatures of components will increase, and from structure of equations it is not obvious, whether this increase of temperatures will be precisely compensated by decrease of temperatures of components owing to their expansion.
Major difficulty in solution of system of equations (110)- (119) with boundary conditions (121)-(126) is due to, that boundary conditions are given in two various points. Therefore we shall act as Mott-Smith in [6] and later Struminskii and Velikodnii in [5] . Mott-Smith approach is not correct within frames of Enskog-Chapman theory and not quite correct within frames of multi-component gas dynamics, but here comparison of analytical evaluations of section 3 with results of numerical calculations of MottSmith interests us first of all. Sum equations (110)-(119) over components; we shall suppose, that in shock wave densities of components (ρ i (+∞) = 0, ρ j (−∞) = 0) vary only, but their mean mass velocities and temperatures remain approximately stationary (certain justifying of such supposition is that, the thickness of shock wave does not very differ from magnitude of mean free path of molecules); instead of system of equations (110)- (119) we shall use system of two equations with two unknown functions ρ i (x) and ρ j (x):
In (128) from I
e, ij and I
e, ji depending on x multipliers ρ i (x) and ρ j (x)) are saved out, therefore, in view of made suppositionsÎ 
From equation (127) we have:
Whence
After simple transformations from (127) we derive ordinary differential equation for determination y i (x):
General solution of the equation (133) looks like:
where C -arbitrary complex number, which is not defined from boundary conditions: y i (−∞) = 1 or y i (+∞) = 0, however the requirement y i (0) = 0.5 implies C = 0, (real constant C corresponds to shift of graph of function y i (x) on axis x). Thus, assuming C = 0, in view of (127), (129)- (130) and (132), we shall derive resultant expression for profile of density in a shock wave:
"Cleanly exchange" kinetic coefficients I
p, ij and I
p, ji do not enter into (136) -they are cancelled at summing over components; and in the sum Î (0) e, ij +Î
e, ji in expression for A (134) there are only terms, corresponding increase of temperature -see above.
Mott-Smith in his paper [6] has derived similar expression for profile of density in shock wave, but exponent he has written by dimensionless coefficient B, calculated by him, and mean free path of molecules in gas ahead of shock wave l:
-see [6] , formulas (33) and (41). In (138) n 0 is density of number of molecules ahead of shock wave, σ -diameter of molecules of gas. It is not clear: whence does the multiplier 1 2 in (138) appear? In expression for mean free path (for interaction potential of rigid spheres -see, for instance, [2] , chapter 5, § 2, formula (2.8)) it is absent. It is possible to note: found by Mott-Smith coefficients B 0 (zero-order approximation for coefficient B) depending on Mach number M (see [6] , table I) differ from coefficient Al, where A is defined by formula (134) and l is defined by formula (138), no more than on 19% -see table 1 . Systematic excess B 0 over Al suggests, that substantially it is possible to explain this by difference of constants σ (used by Mott-Smith value of constant σ was not specified; above for Ar value of constant σ = 3.465
• A was used -see [3] , appendix, table I; other constants had following values:
Comparison of theoretical and experimental results
Mott-Smith in his paper [6] , having received expression for profile of density in shock wave, similar to expression (136), has defined thickness X of shock wave by expression:
Or in view of (137) and (136):
Further he compares ration of mean free path in gas ahead of shock wave l to found by him thickness of shock wave X, as function of Mach number M, with experimental results of Cowan, Greene and Hornig [13] , [14] . In experiments, described in [13] , [14] , by reflection of visible light from front of a shock wave thickness of shock wave was measured only. Later, in experiments, described in [15] , [7] , accurate measurements of the density distribution in Ar and N 2 shock waves have been made by the absorption of an electron beam. Experimenters write, that agreement of the Mott-Smith results with experimental results from [13] , [14] , and with later experimental results from [15] , [7] is good. It is necessary to note, however, that Mott-Smith definition of mean free path in gas ahead of a shock wave and experimenters' definition differ. Experimenters define mean free path in gas ahead of a shock wave differently. For instance, in [14] , formula (5) -by expression:
where η -viscosity, P 1 and ρ 1 , accordingly, pressure and density ahead of shock wave. But in any case, mean free path in gas ahead of a shock wave, used by experimenters, is approximately more than 2 times the mean free path, defined by formula (138) (at least it can be approved for Alsmeyer's definition of mean free path -see (142) below). Probably, it would be more correct to remove coefficient 1 2 from (138), and thickness of a shock wave in expression (139) to double, as given by Mott-Smith definition (139) explicitly underestimates thickness of a shock wave -compare with graph of function 1 /(1 + exp (x)) . So it is possible to adjust Mott-Smith results (and results of this article) with results of experiments from [13] , [14] , in which thickness of a shock wave was measured only. Situation with experiments on measuring of density distribution in a shock wave, for instance, with experiments on measuring of density distribution in shock waves in Ar [7] is more complicated. On figure 1 (this figure is taken from [7] ) experimental density profiles in Ar shock waves [7] are compared with Mott-Smith theory density profiles. Abscissa axis on the graph, according to the statement of author of article [7] , is labeled in dimensionless units x /λ 1 , λ 1 -mean free path in gas ahead of shock wave, defined by formula (see [7] ):
where γ -constant (120); µ 1 , ρ 1 and a 1 , accordingly, viscosity, density and velocity of sound ahead of shock wave. According to [7] , λ 1 = 1.098 mm for Ar at temperature T 1 = 300
• K and pressure P 1 = 0.05 mTorr (ahead of a shock wave in experiment). However, this mean free path approximately more than 2 times the mean free path, defined by formula (138): l = 0.5827 mm.
On figure 2 experimental and theoretical (calculated by formulas from section 6, above) density profiles in Ar shock waves are presented. In calculations the mean free path l, defined by the formula (138), was used. As it can be seen from figure 2, Alsmeyer [7] , M = 9.0 Alsmeyer [7] , M = 3.8
Alsmeyer [7] , M = 1.75
Alsmeyer [7] agreement of theoretical and experimental results is quite good, especially for small Mach numbers. If in calculations to use mean free path λ 1 , discrepancy of theoretical and experimental results is very significant. It cannot be reduced by "definitions". Because, as it was noted above, results, received within frames of multi-component gas dynamics, are in good agreement with Mott-Smith results, it is possible to assume, that actually Alsmeyer has used for length scaling the mean free path ahead of shock wave, defined by the formula (138).
Multi-component model of turbulence
It seems obvious, that if we could solve precisely kinetic Boltzmann equation, we could describe practically any gas-dynamic flow (here we shall not consider cases, when the Boltzmann equation needs to be replaced by other kinetic equation), in particular, turbulent. Thus, if our equations of gas dynamics do not describe turbulent flow, it means, that during passage from exact solution of kinetic Boltzmann equation to its approximate solution (by Enskog method, for instance), and then to the equations of gas dynamics, something has been missed.
It is known, that the laminar flow becomes turbulent, when some parameter, characterizing flow, namely Reynolds number
In (143) ρ is density of gas, v and L are some representative macroscopic velocity and linear size of flow, µ -coefficient of viscosity. Having rewritten (143) in the form of
-compare with [2] , chapter 6, § 2 and chapter 7, § 4, it is possible to treat Reynolds number, as the ration of a macroscopic impulse flux to microscopic impulse flux, caused by viscosity. Roughly speaking, viscosity, "aligning" molecules of gas on uniform Maxwell distribution, can "process" only microscopic impulse flux per time unit. If macroscopic flux exceeds microscopic, gas flow, necessarily, starts to be stratified on components. Stratification of flow can be caused also by action of external factors, as in experience of Reynolds, in which stream of tinted liquid from vertically located high tube, flows sideways with a velocity v, depending on height of tinted liquid in tubes, in the tank with a rest liquid. Locally, in regions with a diameter
in lack of external actions, distribution function of velocities in a mixture, as a rule, relaxes fast enough to a uniform Maxwell distribution function, with an identical mean mass velocity and temperature for all mixture, possibly consisting of molecules with different mass, i.e. Enskog-Chapman approximation "works". But gas dynamics of components, with distribution functions of velocities, close to Maxwell functions, with different mean mass velocities and temperatures, will be described by equations (101)-(103). Integral terms in (102)-(103) (proportional n i , n j ) can be very great, it explains unexpected power of turbulent effects. Observable randomness of turbulent flows within frames of multi-component gas dynamics may be explained as follows. Simplifying a real situation, suppose, that in a neighborhood of a point of one-dimensional gas-dynamic flow, where mean mass velocity is equal
one component of gas has mass velocity −1, and other component of gas has mass velocity +1, and in other respects it is possible to consider these components as identical.
In such stream motion of a body, which mass is less or approximately equal to the summarized mass of particles of a component -to mass of a component, is close to random: body, interacting sequentially with a component with one mass velocity, for instance −1, and then with a component with other mass velocity, for instance +1, can sharply change velocity of its motion, though the mean mass velocity of gas stream is equal to zero. In this sense turbulent flow is similar to Brownian motion. They differ in scale: in Brownian motion a particle, having mass comparable with mass of individual molecules of gas, moves stochastically, and in turbulent flow a body, having a mass, comparable with mass of individual components of gas moves stochastically.
Conclusion
In conclusion it would be emphasized, that the system of equations of multi-component gas dynamics is immediate generalization of system of Enskog-Chapman gas-dynamics equations (it follows as from the derivation and the structure of equations of multicomponent gas dynamics). System of equations of Enskog-Chapman of the first order, i.e. without physical coefficients of viscosity and thermal flux, can be replaced already now in computations of one-component, or considered as one-component, flows of gases by the system of equations of multi-component gas dynamics (of the first order), because for one-component gas these systems of gas-dynamics equations coincide. But within frames of multi-component gas dynamics we have in addition a possibility accurately to describe gas-dynamics flows with great space gradients, for instance, shock waves, stratified on components (turbulent) gas-dynamics flows, etc.
